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SITE INDUCTION CBH
CBH Kwinana has introduced a new site induction. Drivers
must produce their drivers licence, read and sign a short
induction. You will need to keep the induction slip in the
truck/on you for future visits. They will eventually come up with a Site Pass style
card system. Please co-operate with CBH staff in achieving this.
*** Don’t forget your LONG SLEEVE HIGH VIS shirt when on CBH site ***
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Thought of
the Month
Online Inductions

A wise man will
learn something even from
the words of a
fool.
Chinese
Proverb

Marley’s has now been conducting it’s inductions through an online
portal for over 12 months now.
As part of our TruckSafe requirements each employee is required to
repeat this induction every 12 months. This keeps everyone up-todate with any company or legislative changes. Some of the benefits
of this system are: Participants can go at their own pace, visual aids
to help demonstrate important information, can be accessed from
anywhere, and questions test participants understanding. Assistance is always available from the Marley’s office or Rapid Inducts
1800 307 595.

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

PHOTO
COMPETITION
SUBMISSIONS

Thanks to everyone who sent
in a photo, please keep them
coming. Please remember
when emailing them please
send as large format.

By: Ricky Holland
Loader
Bill & Jason have had
formal loader training.
No one else is permitted
to operate the loaders
without documented
training from one of
these two people.

By: Jay Cant

WORKSHOP REQUEST
Fault report books —please remember to write the truck number and date on all reports before handing them into the office.
Don’t leave them in the book!!
Would you like to receive Marley’s
Mail via E-Mail??? Please contact
me—jen@marleys.com.au

AUDIT
We recently passed our Truck Safe Audit. Thanks to Rosie, Ivana and Marcus
for all their ongoing
work towards this.

Speeding - Thank you to the drivers who
stick to the speed limit. However we still
need to slow down especially on customers
farms and various sites such as CBH,
Milnes and Wesfeeds.
Congratulations to Ivana who got married on 27 March. We wish Ivana and
Randal all the best in their future lives
together.

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

